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Editor's letter
Welcome to the June issue!
We have selected and organized features that will resonate with you and
your self-welling. We wanted to go beyond and share the hidden chapter
of the actors' journey, the beginnings, and the transit. We hope to
facilitate the connection between you and your favourite artists, find the
beauty behind the lens and hope that you will enjoy the experience as
you read the pages of our magazine. Viewties is written for the fans, the
talent, and the art lovers who loyally read every issue. Remember this is
a fast-read digital publication to celebrate art and value the talent, to
know the other side of the story, one artist at a time.
Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television, introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their work and dedication that brings a project /
character to life requires. As I always say, If I can take something from
my job, I believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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Ekow Quartey admits his love for making people laugh and bringing joy into
their life from his very first memories of live performances. He even thinks that
he has grown up on a stage, which made us very curious to dig deeper into his
background and the benefits he got from his experiences in theatre. Tools and
skills he’s now applying to his new screen role as Pedro in the Tudor period
drama Becoming Elizabeth for Starz.
The talk became an intimate conversation, exploring his artistic soul to knowing
more about his character personification and the challenges he overcame.
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V: Before we chat about Becoming Elizabeth, I would
like to ask you about the moment when it all began.
Tell me about your introduction to acting, what was
your first inkling for the arts and how did you make
this a possible profession to chase?
EKOW: So I first have to start with my mums
version of events. “It all began when you played
Tin man in the Wizard of Oz at Primary school,
year 3!” Weirdly I don’t actually remember that
production or my seminal performance as Tin
man but I do remember that even then I loved
making people laugh and bringing joy into their
life. I feel like I have always been performative
and more specifically, had an imagination that
creates images and stories constantly in my
mind. It’s no wonder every school report read
“Ekow is very easily distracted!”

Is it something you are constantly shaping or is it
something that comes naturally in every actor?
EKOW: Be yourself because everyone else is
taken. There are things I do, experiences that
I’ve had and skills I have that make me unique.
The way I see and interact with the world
sometimes feels so unique and I think that’s all I
try and channel into how I act.
V: Which are the elements you think you add to the
screen that comes from your discipline as a stage
actor?
EKOW: I think I bring my attention to detail, a
presence and a playfulness all created and nurtured from my discipline as a stage actor! Oh
and I’m punctual too.

V: You have a solid background in theatre, so I was
wondering, how did these experiences on stage help
to your maturity as an actor?

V: So, you play ‘Pedro’ in Tudor period drama
Becoming Elizabeth, what was it that made you say ‘’I
need to get a part in this production’’?

EKOW: I appreciate you saying that! I feel
really fortunate to have the CV that I do. I grew
on a stage I think. I’m lucky, I had a school that
had its own theatre and if I wasn’t eating or
playing sports, I was in that theatre. There’s
something about a live performance that is incomparable. Sharing a story with a live audience, having to be open and receptive so that
it’s a conversation between you all, even if I’m
the one with all the words, is a skill you can
only learn by doing. My theatre background has
also taught me how to analyse and breakdown
text to find every piece of information that you
can about your character.

EKOW: Honestly I never thought i’d be cast in a
period drama, didn’t think I fitted the mold. But
when this audition came in, reading Anya Reiss’
incredibly written, complex and detailed script, I
knew I had to give everything I’ve got to
somehow get into this production. Fortunately
here I am!

V: What helps you to develop your authentic acting style?

V: Which characteristics of your character would you
say are relatable to you and to other people?
EKOW: I think Pedro juggles his principles with
the fact his “loyalty” can literally be bought. I
think we can all be challenged to stick up for
what we believe in when the worlds and circles
we operate in test and challenge us.

V: I’m curious to know more about your prep. How did
you approach the role and research it to get your
own spin onto him?
EKOW: I was fortunate since this is British
history and Anya has kept the story as entertainingly accurate as she can. Pedro himself is a
real person, so you immediately have access to
information about the time. So that’s where I
started. Now there’s not a lot recorded about
him so I’m not going to lie and say I read his
memoirs (they don’t exist, it’s not just that I’m
lazy). The biggest part of my preparation what’s
hours of dialect lessons and support to get my
Spanish accent up to scratch. We couldn’t go as
far as a year immersed in the heart of Barcelona
but I had the incredible support of the exceptional Penny Dyer!
V: What was challenging about the filming process, was it
a particular scene or something else?
EKOW: I know everyone says it but this show was
literally a dream come true. Every individual was
amazing, from cast, crew, directors, drivers,
producers, covid support, writers, the office…the
list could go on. The challenge that comes to mind
though was learning to ride a horse and look
competent doing it on camera and what a gift of a
challenge. I owe so much to the Devils horsemen
getting me to the point where, dare I say it, I even
looked cool and comfortable on horseback!
V: During your time on set between takes, what helps you
to connect with your scenes?
EKOW: I can’t lie, I’m a person who is very easily
distracted so keeping my concentration on long
days is tough but getting to watch the performances
of the unbelievable actors in this cast keeps you
honed in! It’s either that or coffee and snacks.

B e y o u r s e lf
because everyone
e ls e i s ta k e n .

V: What would you say that Becoming Elizabeth has
taught you that you hope will teach the audience too?
EKOW: You’re stronger together than you are
apart…but also don’t trust anyone, just playing…
or am I!
V: This last question is a little bit personal to me, as
my nationality is Argentinian, I like to ask the people
I interview what they know about the country, you
know, its art and culture. This way we mix both
cultures and somehow feel we are unified by the arts.
So, have you ever seen or experienced any type of
art/culture from Argentina?
EKOW: It’s such a shame, but I have to admit I
haven’t had the chance to experience much of
Argentinian authentic art and culture except the
food. I’d die a very happy and heavy man if I was
told Argentinian food will be served to me for
the rest of my life! But I think I definitely need
an Argentinian education so name a time and
place and I’ll see you there!

Becoming Elizabeth - Sundays on StarzPlay and Amazon Prime.
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